MethylScreen: DNA methylation density monitoring using quantitative PCR.
Aberrant gene silencing of genes through cytosine methylation has been demonstrated during the development of many types of cancers including prostate cancer Several genes including GSTP1 have been shown to be methylated in prostate cancer leading to the suggestion and demonstration that methylation status of such genes could be used as cancer diagnosis markers alone or in support of histology. We developed a bisulfite-free alternative, MethylScreen technology, an assay for DNA methylation detection utilizing combined restriction from both methylation-sensitive restriction enzymes (MSRE) and methylation-dependent restriction enzymes (MDRE). MethylScreen was used to analyze the 5' region of GSTP1 in cell lines, in vitro methylated DNA populations, and flash-frozen tissue samples in an effort to characterize the output and analytical performance characteristics of the assay. The output from the quantitative PCR assay suggested that it could not only detect fully methylated molecules in a mixed population below the 1% level, but it could also quantify the abundance of intermediately methylated molecules. Interestingly, the interpreted output from the four quantitative PCRs closely resembled the molecular population as described by clone-based bisulfite genomic sequencing.